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Abstract

Police forces are a core feature of modern states, protecting community members from

internal threats and enforcing public and private contracts. To e�ciently provide these

services, police rely on cooperation from community members to thwart and prosecute

criminal acts. O�cer use of force, however, can erode public confidence in police and

undermine citizen cooperation. Using newly released data on police shootings and pre-

cisely geocoded citizen tips about threats to public safety, we examine these dynamics

in a large urban center in the United States. We find that citizens are significantly

less likely to provide information about crime-related threats to public safety following

police shootings that result in a citizen fatality. Requests for public services unrelated

to crime and police interaction are una↵ected, consistent with diminished public trust

in the police specifically. Our results are robust to numerous alternative specifications

and highlight the importance of community engagement following police shootings.
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1 Introduction

What are the strategic consequences of police use of force against citizens? Police serve as

the most visible and pervasive embodiment of the state’s coercive power, playing central

governance roles in the modern state (Soss and Weaver, 2017). They have considerable

discretion in enforcing the law and are delegated the authority to use deadly force to maintain

social order. For many individuals, their interactions with the police represent their only

knowledge of how the state works. As a consequence, citizens’ views of the state’s legitimacy

are profoundly a↵ected by the nature of their interactions with police (Lerman and Weaver,

2014). The willingness of citizens to collaborate with police is shaped, in large part, by

their perceived fairness (Tyler and Fagan, 2009). Because police depend on cooperation

from citizens to investigate past o↵enses and prevent future crime, negative citizen-police

interactions can further undermine the state’s authority and e↵ectiveness.

Current research on police use of force focuses largely on how aggressive policing tactics

in urban communities can shape social order (Soss and Weaver, 2017), systemic disparities

in police treatment of citizens by race (Fryer, 2016), and how exposure to the criminal

justice system influences political attitudes and participation (Weaver and Lerman, 2010).

Yet little is known about how police use of force shapes public behavior. Are citizens less

willing to share reports about threats to public safety after a shooting? Addressing this

question empirically is challenging. Fine-grained, systematically collected measures of public

confidence in the police are rarely available. One approach might be to study emergency call

logs (Desmond, Papachristos and Kirk, 2016). But the use of force, and police misconduct

more specifically, might endogenously a↵ect the type and intensity of criminal activity—the

events that citizens report when they call 911. This complicates any attempt to estimate

the direct, causal impact of police shootings on citizen cooperation.

In this letter, we study the impact of police use of force on citizen cooperation with au-
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thorities in Chicago, Illinois. We leverage newly released data that tracks the date, location,

and characteristics of police shootings from 2010 to 2015. We pair this information with

more than 600,000 precisely geocoded citizen reports of public safety threats. Importantly,

we focus on citizen cooperation regarding public safety hazards that cannot plausibly change

from week-to-week because of police shootings. We estimate large, robust negative e↵ects

of police shootings on citizen cooperation. Citizen tips decline precipitously in the week

following a police shooting that results in a citizen fatality. Compared to weekly averages,

reports of abandoned homes and vehicles drops by 260% and 110%, respectively. Reports of

alley blackouts also decline by 81%. Yet we find no evidence that police shootings depress

citizen requests for public services (pothole maintenance) unrelated to criminal activity and

policing.

Insights drawn from the Chicago case are meaningful for several reasons. First, use of

force is common in Chicago, with roughly 20 police shootings per year from 2010 to 2015

(Figure 1a). But in per capita terms, the prevalence of use of force is comparable to other

large U.S. cities, including Philadelphia, San Diego, and Dallas (Figure 1b). Second, like

many of the other 13 cities currently bound by Department of Justice consent decrees—

including New Orleans, Miami, and Baltimore—Chicago has a well-documented history of

racial bias in policing that influences perceptions of misconduct when deadly force is used by

o�cers (Hirsch, 1983). Third, citizen beliefs about police misconduct in Chicago are similar

to places around the world where the state struggles to provide order and inspire public

trust. For example, a 2016 Chicago Tribune poll of registered voters in Chicago reported

that only 20% of residents thought that police treat all citizens fairly (Ruthhart and Bowean,

2016), and in another 2016 poll, 62% of respondents thought the police were more likely to

use deadly force against a black person than a white person (Davey and Russonello, 2016).

We anticipate that our findings are relevant outside the United States, especially where

police o�cers lack adequate training, and where the use of force, even in the absence of clear
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evidence of misconduct, is likely to be perceived by citizens as excessive. In these contexts,

police use of force could undermine police legitimacy, citizen cooperation, and, by extension,

the performance and stability of other state institutions.1

This letter makes three contributions. First, we provide direct evidence that police shoot-

ings undermine citizens’ crime-related tips at the local level, particularly fatal encounters.

Second, we study the importance of citizen cooperation with the state in an unusual, but

revealing context. State-society interactions are one of the most fundamental questions in

political science. How state abuse of non-combatants a↵ects citizen cooperation with au-

thorities is a question of fundamental importance in the context of insurgency and civil

war (Kalyvas, 2006). In asymmetric irregular conflicts, insurgents compete with the state

for popular support, and civilian provision of information is key to defeating insurgency

(Berman, Shapiro and Felter, 2011). Our findings in Chicago suggest that the dynamics of

civilian cooperation with the state—most often studied in the context of civil war—are also

important for the maintenance of public order in much less violent contexts.

Finally, our results highlight and help us better understand an alarming pattern in police

use of force in the United States. Since January 2015, 2,945 people have been shot and killed

by police o�cers in the U.S. (Tate et al., 2016). The economic impact of these shootings on

large cities is substantial. From 2004 to 2014, Chicago spent over $500 million resolving police

misconduct cases (Schroedter, 2014). For every $1 Chicago has spent on police reform in the

last 10 years, it has spent almost $20 settling police misconduct cases. More broadly, between

2010 and 2014, the 10 cities with the largest police departments in the U.S. collectively spent

over $1.02 billion on police misconduct cases (Elinson and Frosch, 2015). Our results suggest

that police use of lethal force jeopardizes the legitimacy and function of local governments,

1In countries as diverse as Uganda, Vietnam, the Philippines, Kenya, El Salvador, Bu-

rundi, Bolivia, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, and Venezuela, the police are rated as the most

corrupt institution in the country (Hardoon and Heinrich, 2013).
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erodes public trust, and reduces citizen cooperation.

2 Theoretical Motivation

As the state’s chief coercive institution responsible for maintaining social order, police per-

formance is fundamental to state development. Some scholars have focused on how police

behavior a↵ects maintenance of social order through civilians’ willingness to cooperate with

police. In order to enforce the law and maintain social order, police are dependent on civil-

ian cooperation for vital information to combat crime (e.g., to investigate and prosecute

homicides). Indeed, e�cient and e↵ective provision of public services to address these public

safety risks requires citizen input.2

Within this framework, civilians’ perceived legitimacy of the police is largely determinant

of citizens’ willingness to inform and cooperate: when civilians have greater trust in police

and view them as legitimate agents of government authority, cooperation increases (Nagin

and Telep, 2017). Previous work provides compelling survey evidence that citizens’ per-

ceptions of policing fairness a↵ect their trust in state institutions (Tyler and Fagan, 2009).

Yet the application of sometimes lethal force in an institutional context with a long his-

tory of systemic bias and unfair treatment may severely undermine citizen cooperation, an

implication of this theoretical literature that we test in this letter.

3 Empirical Design

3.1 Data

We utilize newly released data from the Chicago Police Department. The Chicago Tribune

originally acquired these data and then shared them with the authors without use restric-

tions. These data on police shootings cover the period from 2010 to 2015, and include 222

instances of police shootings that injured or killed a citizen.Because of privacy concerns and

2In SI-B.1, we provide evidence that these dynamics operate in our case.
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administrative regulations, our data exclude shootings that involve minors. These events

were geolocated to the street address of the encounter, enabling us to link police shoot-

ings to the census block where the event took place. We plot these shootings in Figure 2.

Shootings are not concentrated in specific neighborhoods, but are more likely to occur in

the predominantly African-American segments of the city in the south and west. The theo-

retical literature motivating this research letter argues that citizens’ relevant attitudes and

behavior should be more a↵ected as police behavior is perceived as increasingly egregious

(Tyler, 2004). We do not have a measure of citizens’ perceived legitimacy of shootings. But

we reason that citizens are likely to perceive police use of deadly force as less legitimate

than non-deadly use of force, and so deadly shootings should have a greater e↵ect on citizen

behavior. It is also possible that fatal police shootings are more salient at the local and mu-

nicipal level, attracting more attention and triggering a more consistent negative response

from a↵ected community members. To unpack these dynamics, we separately estimate the

e↵ects of deadly (79) and non-deadly (143) shootings.

We couple these data with information on citizen cooperation with municipal authorities

(SI-B.2). One means of coordinating with the police is through providing information about

threats to public safety. In emergency situations, this involves calling 911. But the intensity

of emergency situations can shift in response to police shootings. These changes make it

di�cult to disentangle variation in tips regarding emergencies from endogenous fluctuations

in criminal activity. To address this inference problem, we need to identify a set of public

threats that cannot plausibly change from week-to-week in response to police use of force. A

review of public minutes from police meetings with community leaders in Chicago highlights

several such potential threats.3 Vacant homes and abandoned vehicles are frequently cited

as public safety risks. Each year, thousands of crimes occur in or around vacant properties

and abandoned cars may be used for storing weapons or selling illegal drugs. Maintaining

3https://tinyurl.com/ycqjam7f
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consistent lighting in alley ways is also frequently discussed as a means of deterring property

crime specifically.4 We also analyze citizen requests for a public service that is unrelated

to crime and does not involve interaction with police: pothole repair. These public service

requests help us understand if any breakdown in public trust is limited to crime-related

security provision or extends to other municipal functions as well.

One core identifying assumption of our research design is that the extent of these threats

does not shift after police shootings. The probability that an alley lamp post is out, for

example, is unlikely to fluctuate from week-to-week in response to police shootings. Similarly,

vacant homes, lots, and vehicles are usually reported after months (or years) of neglect.

Instead, we assert that any change in the amount of information citizens share about these

threats reflects variation in their confidence in the police and related municipal agencies.

We gather information on hundreds of thousands of citizen reports of abandoned homes

and vehicles, alley blackouts, and pothole service requests from the City of Chicago’s catalog

of individual 311 hotline calls (see SI-B.2). Data on abandoned property is available from

2010 to 2015. For alley blackouts and potholes, we retrieve data from 2011 to 2015. We

plot the spatial distribution of these report logs in Figure SI-1. Although abandoned homes

are mostly concentrated in primarily African-American and Hispanic segments of the city

(Figure 3b), abandoned vehicles, alley blackouts, and potholes are more evenly distributed

(Figures 3a, 3c, and 3d, respectively). Figure 4 plots the daily time series of these records.

Taken together, the spatial and temporal distributions of these threats to public safety clarify

the importance of citizen cooperation. Without citizens providing timely, highly localized

information, it would be ine�cient and implausible for the police and municipal government

to anticipate, document, and address these safety risks.

4In SI-B.2 we provide extensive evidence, both from the Chicago context (including in-

formation in the tips data) and other U.S. contexts, that citizens and o�cials perceive these

to be threats to public safety because they increase opportunity for criminal activity.
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Yet the willingness to share information about these non-emergency public threats might

be correlated with other communal factors that increase o�cer anxiety while on patrol and,

correspondingly, the likelihood of police shootings, such as the number of handguns and

other weapons seized from owners without permits. Police might also be more likely to draw

and fire their weapons in communities with above average levels of interpersonal violence,

such as assaults and battery. To address these concerns, we gather thousands of precisely

geocoded and time stamped records from the Chicago Police Department (SI-B.3). We plot

the daily totals of four event categories (weapon violation, interference with police, assault,

and battery) in Figure SI-2.

3.2 Identification Strategy

We collapse these records to the census block-week as our unit of analysis. In Chicago,

there are 36,901 populated census blocks. We study weekly variation to give citizens enough

time to respond to the shooting event, while limiting potential interference from factors that

might emerge weeks after police shootings.

Unobserved, time invariant factors a↵ect patterns of police and criminal activity, espe-

cially in Chicago (DOJ, 2017). We address these factors by including a block fixed e↵ect

in all regressions. We also want to disentangle the local shock of each shooting event from

the common shock of the event to the entire city (e.g., news coverage). Since we want to

estimate the local impact of police shootings on public trust and citizen cooperation, we use

time (week) fixed e↵ects to address any city-wide, week-specific variation in media cover-

age, tipping, and criminal activity. Our time fixed e↵ects also allow us to address potential

concerns about the seasonality of various factors.

Baseline: Our base model is captured by equation 1:

T ipsnt = ↵ + �FatalShootingnt�1 + �NonfatalShootingnt�1µn + ⌘t + ✏nt (1)
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where T ipsnt is the number of citizen reports the city received—which we separately esti-

mate by type of public safety threat—in census block n in week t. FatalShootingnt and

NonfatalShootingnt are variables indicating how many police shootings that resulted in

death or injury, respectively, occurred in a given block-week; here, neither variable ever ex-

ceeds 1, and jointly they never exceed 1 in a block-week. µn is a block fixed e↵ect and ⌘t

denotes a week-of-year fixed e↵ect. ✏nt is the error term, which we cluster at the police beat

level. Chicago is broken down into 271 of these sub-city police districts.5

Crime Dynamics: Additionally, we estimate equation 2 below:

T ipsnt = ↵ + �FatalShootingnt�1 + �NonfatalShootingnt�1µn + ⌘t +Xnt�1 + ✏nt (2)

All parameters remain the same except Xnt. Xnt is a vector of block-week crime controls

(i.e., weapon violations, interference with o�cers, assaults, batteries). In some specifications,

we note inclusion of three additional block-week lags.6

Spatial Dynamics: Since police shootings are concentrated spatially, we address potential

spillovers in several ways. We construct a series of geofences (bu↵ers) around each shoot-

ing event. These bu↵ers intersect blocks not directly impacted by the shooting event, but

where cooperation may be indirectly influenced by police operations in the aftermath of the

shooting event. (Police patrols, for example, might be reshu✏ed in blocks close to shoot-

ing locations.) We then construct block-week spillover measures (separately for fatal and

non-fatal shootings) using these bu↵ers and include them as regressors:

5Chicago has 6 unpopulated beats that are excluded from the study.

6We are careful to only interpret the first lag of our main e↵ects since subsequent lags

may su↵er from post-treatment bias.
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T ipsnt = ↵+�FatalShootingnt�1+�NonfatalShootingnt�1+Spillovernt�1+µn+⌘t+Xnt�1+✏nt

(3)

where Spillovernt�1 enables us to adjust our local estimates with respect to spillovers in

the proximity of the shooting event. E↵ectively, our counterfactual becomes the remaining

block-weeks in our sample that were not exposed to spillovers, as measured by our bu↵er.

Since it is unclear how these shooting events influenced police patrols in neighboring blocks,

we estimate our models with four bu↵ers of expanding size: .1, .25, .5, and 1 mile radii

(Figure SI-3).

4 Results

We find that police shootings that result in a citizen fatality significantly depress the volume

of citizen reports of threats related to criminal activity in the subsequent week. The changes

in cooperation we observe are robust and substantively large. However, we observe no

consistent change in crime-related reports after a non-fatal police shooting. Moreover, we

observe no change in pothole repair requests, consistent with a decrease public trust in police

and crime-related institutions specifically.

Table 1 shows the estimated impact of fatal police shootings on all available data. For

columns 1 (Abandoned cars) and 2 (Abandoned homes), we use data from 2010 to 2015.

For columns 3 (Alley blackouts) and 4 (Potholes), we examine police shootings from 2011 to

2015. Panel A shows the main e↵ects, which are estimated using equation 1. For abandoned

buildings, which is perhaps the most problematic latent public threat related to crime, we

observe a 260% reduction relative to the weekly mean. This is equivalent to a .16 standard

deviation decrease in citizen cooperation. We estimate 110% and 81% reductions in tips

regarding abandoned cars and alley blackouts, respectively (.09 and .08 standard deviations).
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There is no discernible e↵ect on potholes. We also observe no consistent e↵ects for non-fatal

shootings. These findings suggest that fatal shootings are particularly salient (in general

and relative to non-fatal shootings), and undermine citizen trust in and cooperation with

crime-related institutions in specifically.

In Panel B of Table 1, we estimate equation 2, and introduce block-week specific crime

control variables. These controls do not significantly a↵ect the precision of our estimates. In

Panel C, we address concerns that longer run crime and policing dynamics could influence

our main e↵ects by re-estimating equation 2 with a total of four weekly lags per crime

category. The estimated impact of police shootings that result in a fatality remains large

and significantly negative.

In Panel D of Table 1, instead of accounting for within-block error correlation, we adjust

for potential error correlation within police beats, which contain hundreds of census blocks.

Such correlations might arise because of the reshu✏ing of o�cers after police shootings. The

precision of our estimates does not change markedly.

In Supporting Information, we introduce several robustness checks for results estimated

with equations 1 and 2. In Table SI-1, we reproduce 1 using only the period from 2011 to

2015, when we have data on all tip types. The main e↵ect of fatal shootings remains robust.

We also uncover a statistically significant negative e↵ect of non-fatal shootings on reports

of abandoned homes, but no comparable e↵ects for abandoned cars and alley blackouts.

Table SI-2 includes an interaction between the census block’s percent African-American

population and a linear time trend. This is included to account for systematic heterogeneity

in the intensity of policing over time. In Tables SI-3 and SI-4, we address potential serial

correlation in our outcome and treatment measures by accounting for lagged variation in

our outcome of interest, as well as lagged variation in treatment. These lags enable us to

address any di↵erential trends in citizen cooperation across treated and untreated units. We

also calculate Driscoll-Kraay panel autocorrelation corrected standard errors (in Table SI-4).
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These robustness checks produce results consistent with the main e↵ects.

Finally, we address concerns that police shootings may lead to non-random variation

in policing activity in surrounding communities, jeopardizing the validity of some of the

counterfactual population. We incorporate spatial lags of shootings using bu↵ers with radii

of .1, .25, .5, and 1 mile. Our estimation relies on the principle that spillovers would be limited

to proximate (as measured by distance) administrative blocks. We present these results in

Tables SI-5, SI-6, SI-7, and SI-8. Our results are consistent with the main e↵ects, and in

some cases the magnitude of our e↵ects is enhanced significantly (for example, abandoned

homes using the .1 mile spillover radius).

5 Conclusion

How do police shootings a↵ect citizen cooperation with the police and municipal govern-

ments? We leverage newly released microlevel data on shootings by Chicago police and

citizen tips about public safety threats to address this question. We find robust, direct

evidence of a local crisis of confidence: in the aftermath of police shootings that result in

a citizen fatality, citizens are significantly less likely to cooperate with authorities. Such

cooperation—documenting thousands of abandoned homes and vehicles, and reporting alley

blackouts—is meaningful for three reasons. First, municipal governments cannot e�ciently

address these risks without such information from citizens. Second, these results are consis-

tent with a mechanism that links police use of lethal force to citizen trust in, and perceived

legitimacy of, crime-related institutions specifically. Our evidence regarding requests for ser-

vice delivery unrelated to criminal activity constitutes evidence of this mechanism. Third,

our results highlight the need for community engagement in the wake of o�cer shootings or

police misconduct. In our context, with a long history of policing bias, use of deadly force

alone appears su�cient to undermine public trust. In other settings, community responses
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may focus more narrowly on overt cases of police misconduct. In either case, however, mu-

nicipal governments, alongside the police, must work to engage a↵ected communities directly

regarding shooting investigations and o�cer reviews. (We discuss community engagement

strategies further in SI-C.) Without public trust, even cities lack the mandate and ability

to govern e↵ectively.

We conclude by highlighting two research questions that should be addressed by future

work. We provide evidence that police shootings reduce citizen cooperation, yet we still know

little about how the racial dynamics of police shootings moderate or enhance the negative

impact we identify. Our data do not include information about o�cer race. Future work, with

su�ciently granular information, could help us better understand how the race of o�cers and

the citizens they shoot influences community relations. What’s more, we focus exclusively

on the impact of police shootings on public trust. But relatively few policing encounters

escalate to potentially fatal shooting incidents. The impact of less lethal but more pervasive

uses of force—such as batons, kicking, punching, and tasers—remains unclear. No such data

exists in the public domain here, but this too is a question of vital public interest.
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Figure 1: Trends in police shootings from 2010 to 2015 across six major metropolitan areas
in the United States: Chicago, New York, Houston, Philadelphia, San Diego, Dallas.
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Figure 2: Fatal and non-fatal police shootings of citizens in Chicago, from 2010 to 2015.
Shooting locations noted with red dots. Census block boundaries in light gray.
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Figure 3: Distribution of citizen information provision regarding public safety threats. In-
dividual points indicate calls to Chicago’s 311 tip hotline. Census block boundaries in light
gray.

(a) Abandoned Cars, 2010-2015 (b) Abandoned Homes, 2010-2015

(c) Alley Blackouts, 2011-2015 (d) Pothole Repair Requests, 2011-2015
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Figure 4: Daily time series of citizen information provision regarding public safety threats.
Individual calls to Chicago’s 311 tip hotline are summed by day across the city. For consis-
tency, 2011-2015 displayed.
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(a) Abandoned Cars
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(b) Abandoned Homes
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(c) Alley Blackouts
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(d) Pothole Repair Requests
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Table 1: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0107⇤⇤⇤ -0.0115⇤⇤⇤ -0.0106⇤⇤⇤ 0.00714

(0.00203) (0.00328) (0.00251) (0.0271)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00953 -0.00281 -0.00909 0.00542

(0.0178) (0.00885) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0110⇤⇤⇤ -0.0117⇤⇤⇤ -0.0101⇤⇤⇤ 0.00886

(0.00204) (0.00330) (0.00253) (0.0271)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00928 -0.00304 -0.00828 0.00721

(0.0178) (0.00886) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0110⇤⇤⇤ -0.0114⇤⇤⇤ -0.00950⇤⇤⇤ 0.0114

(0.00198) (0.00359) (0.00270) (0.0287)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0103 -0.00305 -0.00734 0.0104

(0.0189) (0.00944) (0.0111) (0.0267)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0110⇤⇤⇤ -0.0114⇤⇤⇤ -0.00950⇤⇤⇤ 0.0114

(0.00186) (0.00368) (0.00282) (0.0288)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0103 -0.00305 -0.00734 0.0104

(0.0190) (0.00847) (0.0113) (0.0266)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-clustered standard errors
are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Table 2: Summary statistics

Sample: 2010-2015 (with four lags)

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
Abandoned car 0.0097 0.1201 0 17
Abandoned home 0.0044 0.0728 0 9
Weapons violation 0.0016 0.0405 0 4
Interfering with o�cer 0.0005 0.0227 0 5
Assault 0.0082 0.0943 0 29
Battery 0.0251 0.1719 0 87

N 10627488

Sample: 2011-2015 (with four lags)

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
Alley blackout 0.013 0.1397 0 20
Potholes 0.032 0.2370 0 46

N 8856240
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
— For Online Publication Only —

A Supplemental visual evidence

Figure SI-1: Distribution of criminal activity that may influence the likelihood of police
shootings. Individual points indicate crime events, broken down by category, drawn from
Chicago Police Department’s o�cial archive.

(a) Weapon violations, 2010-2015 (b) Interference with o�cer, 2010-2015

(c) Assault events, 2010-2015 (d) Battery events, 2010-2015
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Figure SI-2: Daily time series of criminal activity, including weapon violations, interference
with o�cers in the line of duty, assaults, and battery events. Individual crime events are
summed by day across the city. For consistency with earlier plots, 2011-2015 displayed.
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(a) Weapon violations
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(b) Interference with o�cer
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(c) Assault events
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(d) Battery events
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B Citizen Cooperation

“You can get a lot of things done if I
have a relationship with you and I can
trust you, then I can tell you some
stu↵. But if I can’t trust you, I can’t
tell you anything...[CPD] need[s] to
build relationships with the people in
the community.”

–Chicago resident

[Quoted in DOJ (2017, 135)]

B.1 Trust and Citizen Cooperation in Chicago

In the main text we provide theoretical motivation for our empirical investigation of the
causal relationship between police use of force and citizen cooperation with authorities.
This theoretical framework focuses on public perceptions of the fairness of police procedures
and practices (Nagin and Telep, 2017; Tyler, 2006; Sunshine and Tyler, 2003). “People’s
reactions to authorities,” writes Tyler (2005, 326), “are shaped by their judgments about
how fairly those authorities make decisions and how respectfully they treat the people over
whom they exercise their authority.”Here, we lend further evidence in support of our claim
that in the case we study, relevant actors believe that police actions a↵ect citizens’ (a) trust
in the police and (b) willingness to provide information critical for criminal apprehension
and prevention.

Both Chicago and federal o�cials recognize this link and have stated so publicly. The
need to improve police performance because of how it a↵ects citizen trust and cooperation
is a core conclusion of the Department of Justice’s CPD investigation: “it is imperative
that the City rebuild trust between CPD and the people it serves, particularly in these
communities. The City and CPD acknowledge that this trust has been broken, despite the
diligent e↵orts and brave actions of countless CPD o�cers. It has been broken by systems
that have allowed CPD o�cers who violate the law to escape accountability. This breach
in trust has in turn eroded CPD’s ability to e↵ectively prevent crime; in other words, trust
and e↵ectiveness in combating violent crime are inextricably intertwined” (DOJ, 2017, 1-2).7

CPD Superintendent Johnson agrees: “The first thing we have to do is improve our trust
with the community—especially the minority community and CPD—that will help raise the

7Since the 1940s, Chicago has commissioned at least six task forces to address policing issues. Most

recently, the Police Accountability Task Force completed a report in 2016 (Police Accountability Task Force,

2016), followed by a U.S. Department of Justice report in 2017 (DOJ, 2017). Both were highly critical of

the police department’s tolerance of police misconduct.
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clearance rate, because those individuals will be more comfortable in coming to us and giving
us the information we need to hold these individuals accountable” (DOJ, 2017, 135).8

Not only have o�cials articulated this link, but they have invested valuable resources in
tracking CPD progress on this front. For example, in 2014, CPD used survey responses from
citizens on the quality of their interactions with police in an e↵ort to improve service delivery.
Police Superintendent Garry McCarthy saw this e↵ort as a way to track the department’s
“legitimacy” in the eyes of the public because he believed this to be key to gaining their
cooperation: “[The survey] is important to our crime-reduction strategy in that it measures
our interactions with community, and we have been putting an emphasis on community-
based policing...For our o�cers to do their job well, with the most public support, they need
the public to trust them and see them as legitimate authority figures” (Konkol, 2014).

B.2 Cooperation Data

In this subsection, we provide more details on the 311 call data collected by the City of
Chicago (City of Chicago, 2017)9 and evidence that these calls constitute politically mean-
ingful cooperation between citizens and municipal authorities, because (a) the problems
reported in these calls constitute serious threats to public safety and (b) authorities use
information in the calls to increase the e�ciency of service provision in preventing crime.
That three of the four call types that we analyze are systematically and anecdotally linked
to crime is especially important for the politics of Chicago. A survey conducted by The New
York Times and the Kaiser Family Foundation in late April and early May 2016 of Chicago
residents found that 52% of respondents volunteered “crime/violence/gangs” as the biggest
problem facing Chicago today, far and away the most cited (the next highest was “educa-
tion/schools (CPS)” at 8%) (Davey and Russonello, 2016). As the survey also revealed that
residents disapprove of Mayor Emmanuel’s handling of his job at a rate of 62%, the city’s
(perceived) ability to respond e↵ectively to threats to public safety is of paramount political
importance.

B.2.1 Abandoned Homes

In total, we track the date and location of 59,221 calls regarding abandoned homes. This
constitutes the total number of calls received by the City of Chicago between 2010-2015. It

8Other cities’ police departments believe this, as well. The 2017 Baltimore Police Department’s Report on

Community Policing (https://tinyurl.com/yaj8szk8) states: “[Police] Commissioner Davis and the members

of the Baltimore Police Department believe that community engagement and building trust is essential to

reducing crime and improving neighborhoods.”

9The City of Chicago confirms that these data include online submissions as well as calls (author private

correspondence, 26 September 2017).
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has been well known for decades that abandoned buildings in particular are the sites of thou-
sands of crimes each year in Chicago, including drug deals, assault, rape, and murder (Stein,
1992; Podmolik, 2013).10 Police recognize this. As one CPD captain stated, “these vacant
buildings, we know that they are targets for gangs to gather and commit nefarious activities
such as storing weapons or selling illegal drugs” (Pathieu and Garcia, 2016). A retired CPD
o�cer said: “Vacant homes create so many risks to a neighborhood. Murders—we’ve found
people dead in them. Attempted murder, rape, all kinds of things” (Knight and O’Shea,
2011). Chicago’s elected o�cials also recognize it. The 34th Ward’s Alderman remarked:
“We can rid our community of drug-infested buildings, prostitution and every illegal activity
that could possibly be in a community. This e↵ort will strengthen this community once
and again” (Pathieu and Garcia, 2016). Chicago’s citizens also recognize the connection of
abandoned buildings to crime and the importance of reporting relevant information about
them to the police. Gwendolyn Johnson has lived in Englewood for 46 years and tries to
care for the abandoned buildings in her neighborhood. When people enter the abandoned
building next door, she calls the police: “I started complaining right away because that’s a
hazard” (Watson, 2016).

While the tips data available to us and that we use in the empirical analysis do not
systematically record caller-provided information on a specific perceived threat from the
abandoned buildings, the occasional information that does appear in the data is completely
consistent with citizens calling to report criminal activity: “people are holding parties in
this bldg on weekends”, “gang members going in and out of building”, “gangbangers using
the building and garage”, “directly next to a school...drug addicts shooting up”, “they keep
setting this and other vacant properties on fire”, “drug dealing”, “illegal activities going
on—prostitutes and drugs”, “being used for prostitution”, “prostitutes going in and out
used for drug house”, “inside is being vandalized”, and “there was a murder in this building
last week and it should be torn down.”

The CPD’s Alternative Policing Strategy (CAPS) explicitly links criminal activity with
abandoned buildings and vehicles in its interactions with communities 11 and citizens com-
plain about vacant lots in their neighborhoods at CAPS meetings (Knight and O’Shea, 2011).
In fact, the link between crime and abandoned property is so widely recognized that it has
led to o�cial government initiatives to address the problem.12

B.2.2 Abandoned Vehicles

Our data include 161,654 tips documenting abandoned vehicles. This constitutes the total
number of calls received by the City of Chicago between 2010-2015. Similar to abandoned
houses, abandoned vehicles are frequently linked to an increased risk of criminal activity, a

10Research shows this problem is hardly limited to Chicago (Spelman, 1993).

11
http://tinyurl.com/yagu9ttk

12
http://tinyurl.com/y88x3o7t
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public safety hazard, and an obstacle to economic progress.13 Citizens worry that abandoned
vehicles signal citizen disinterest in the safety of their community, making the area a more
attractive target for criminal activity.14 Police departments nationwide urge constituents
to report abandoned cars as a way to avoid becoming a target for burglary,15 and online
guides typically list abandoned cars as suspicious.16 Beyond the link to criminal activity,
abandoned cars are often cited as a public safety hazard.17 There are reports of children get-
ting hurt playing around them,18 and of fatal car accidents involving dangerously positioned
abandoned cars.19 The Monterey County (California) Sheri↵s O�ce lays out the risks posed
by abandoned vehicles: “Many of these cars, ignored by their owners are left to decay and
pose a health and safety risk. They become a target of vandals, dangerous to children and a
home to rodents, stray animals and illegal activity. They usually have some amounts of old
gasoline and oil, often leaking on the ground contaminating ground water. They also pose a
risk of fire or explosion if accidentally exposed to flame.”20

Our data do not include systematic information on the nature of perceived threat to
public safety from the abandoned vehicles, but the few notes that are collected indicate a
link between the abandoned vehicles and crime. For example: “no information given [i.e.,
license plate] because according to caller [the vehicle] belongs to drug dealer”, “not able to
see plate / selling drugs from that vehicle”, “gangs hiding drugs in the vehicle”, “has now
been tagged by gangs”, and “gang members getting in and out of mobile home.”

B.2.3 Alley Lights Out

We make use of 174,176 reports of alley blackouts. This constitutes the total number of
calls received by the City of Chicago between 2011-2015. There is systematic evidence that
better street and alley lighting decreases reports of crime (Quinet and Nunn, 1998) and in
one study of Chicago in particular, crime increased by an average of 7.4% on city blocks
where all alley and street lights were out.21

13
https://tinyurl.com/y8bq5hzz

14
https://tinyurl.com/yd6jxzmp

15
https://tinyurl.com/ybf62ubs

16
https://tinyurl.com/y8xz89hb

17
https://tinyurl.com/y8p8qgmu

18
https://tinyurl.com/y98gkfq9

19
https://tinyurl.com/y6vw36ts

20
https://tinyurl.com/y9bfamx4

21
http://tinyurl.com/ycauvond
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B.2.4 Potholes

Our data include 384,630 311 calls with requests to patch or otherwise repair potholes, which
is the total number of calls received by the City of Chicago between 2011-2015. The City
routes these requests to the Department of Transportation. Once on site of the reported
location, crews fill all other potholes within that city block. According to the City (City of
Chicago, 2017), potholes are generally repaired within 7 days of the 311 call.

B.3 Other Data

B.3.1 Census Block Data

We use the 2010 U.S. census blocks in our analysis, which provide georeferenced boundaries,
as well as other block characteristics (e.g., population and race).22 We further disaggregate
block populations by race from the raw census tables to use in models that interact a linear
time trend with the percentage of the block’s population that is African-American.

B.3.2 Crime Data

These records include 6,322,703 separate events: 21,210 weapon violation, 7,059 interference
with police o�cer, 113,751 assault, and 337,349 battery events that occurred during our
sample period. These data are from the City of Chicago.23

22
https://tinyurl.com/yagg4l66

23
https://tinyurl.com/7zlubv8
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C Community Engagement Strategies

“To be e↵ective in lowering crime and
creating secure communities, the police
must be able to elicit cooperation from
community residents. Security cannot
be produced by either the police or
community residents acting alone—it
requires cooperation” (Tyler and
Fagan, 2009, 84).

The U.S. Department of Justice’s Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) defines
community policing as “a philosophy that promotes organizational strategies that support
the systematic use of partnerships and problem-solving techniques to proactively address
the immediate conditions that give rise to public safety issues such as crime, social disorder,
and fear of crime.”24 COPS emphasizes partnerships between law enforcement and individ-
uals in the communities they serve “to develop solutions to problems and increase trust
in police”, and strategies for accomplishing these objectives range from law enforcement
sharing more information with the community about crime and social disorder problems, to
decentralization in decision making and increasing the agency of individual beat o�cers, to
broadening (beyond arrests and crime rates) the measures that police use to evaluate their
performance—such as community satisfaction and fear of crime.

In its investigation of the CPD, the DOJ notes that many o�cers in the CPD already
police in a community-focused manner. “While on a ride along, we observed o�cers patiently
talk to a troubled young man until they convinced him to remove a belt from around his
neck. During an interview with a patrol o�cer, we learned that he had paid for and installed
a koi pond at the school where he works because he ‘wanted to do something for the kids
here.’ This same o�cer volunteered to coach the girls’ cross-country team at a local school
when no one else would take the role. Chicago residents provided us with story after story of
o�cers who care deeply about the community, are a↵ected by the violence they see individu-
als commit against each other, and work hard to build trust between the community and the
Department. We heard about o�cers who are well-respected and beloved in the neighbor-
hoods they patrol. We were told about a district commander who knew and interacted with
all of the community groups in his district and handed out his personal cell-phone number
to residents. We know there are many more like him. Many of the o�cers with whom we
went on ride-alongs took the time to stop and talk with kids or shopkeepers who obviously
knew them and were happy to see them. We saw a field training o�cer and his proba-
tionary police o�cer walk around the neighborhood frequently during our ride-along with
them, taking the time to visit with children at a community center and shop. We spoke to

24
https://tinyurl.com/n5m9nl8
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o�cers who organized and secured o�cer attendance for a CPD-sponsored daddy-daughter
dance, to step in for those fathers who, for whatever reason, were absent from their chil-
dren’s lives...Most of these e↵orts never make the news because they are part of an o�cer’s
daily routine: watching carefully to detect wrongdoers before they can do wrong, diligently
patrolling, notwithstanding the disrespect and cold stares that are too often part of the job,
and risking their lives to protect complete strangers” (DOJ, 2017, 136-37).

But this evidence notwithstanding, the report concludes that “in recent years, community
policing in Chicago has been relegated to a small group of police o�cers and civilians in each
district”, and recommends that the CPD and the City “take a holistic approach that will
translate the discrete programs and initiatives currently underway into a department-wide
ethos that resets the CPD culture” (DOJ, 2017, 137). Such e↵orts will require increased
funding25, as well as focused attention on how to e�ciently allocate those funds. There is
little training of o�cers and supervisors in how to successfully implement community policing
strategies. CAPS community meetings are poorly attended, so police cannot learn about
what local communities view as the most pressing social problems in need of police attention
and cooperation. The DOJ’s own attendance of meetings led to the observation that the
culture of meetings themselves needs to change if they are to act as a mechanism for e↵ective
partnership between the police and the communities they serve. “It became clear that the
purpose of the meetings was to discuss neighborhood criminal activity to the exclusion of
broader issues involving the police that are also of importance to the community. One
community policing sta↵ person said that community meetings are not meant to address
citizen concerns about o�cer use of force or explain Department policy, telling us that
residents should ‘raise it with someone else.’ For example, complaints received by community
policing o�cers at the meetings were frequently referred to the saturation, tactical, and
gang teams for enforcement—teams by whom some in these communities felt victimized
and dehumanized. In one CAPS meeting we saw, an o�cer was actively antagonistic to
community members, responding with hostility after misinterpreting an attendees statement,
and getting increasingly louder and more aggressive as the attendee tried to defuse the
situation.” (DOJ, 2017, 138). While obviously di�cult, “there is a need for CPD to be more
creative in finding ways to more meaningfully connect with those who will likely rely on its
services the most” (DOJ, 2017, 138).

These challenges are hardly limited to Chicago. Cities around the country are experi-
menting with di↵erent community policing strategies. Baltimore’s Police Department has
established Community Collaboration Teams that hold community meetings and hold events
like crime walks and neighborhood clean-ups in an e↵ort to build trust.26 In 2016 alone, the
Department coordinated 1,004 community events and 1,636 community meetings. The De-
partment promoted community service by holding “Hope” days that brought together police
and civilian volunteers. A particularly interesting initiative is the Department’s Police Ex-
plorers Program, which allows the police to build relationships with Baltimore’s youth and

25Between 2000 and 2010, while the CPD budget increased, its CAPS budget decreased (DOJ, 2017, 137).

26
https://tinyurl.com/yaj8szk8
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promote positive interaction. The Miami-Dade Police Department’s community policing ini-
tiatives aim to build trust between police and the community through a variety of initiatives,
including holiday toy drives, citizens’ crime watch alliances, “co↵ee with a cop”, gang preven-
tion programs targeted toward elementary school children, and o�cers going door-to-door
in their communities to introduce themselves and establish relationships.27 Dallas’s Police
Department is held up as a national model for how to implement community policing reforms
and strategies, revising its use of force policies, increasing transparency of the Department’s
discipline of o�cers, providing more information to the public, and even encouraging citizens’
free expression through protest (Balko, 2016).

As Dallas Police Chief David O. Brown said, “trust is hard to earn and easy to lose”
(Haugh, 2016). Our results do not provide insight into which of many possible community
engagement strategies will be most successful at increasing trust in police and improving
community relations, but they do suggest that investing in these e↵orts will have strategic
benefits.

27
https://tinyurl.com/y8mzjh6l
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D Robustness Checks

In this section, we introduce results described in the main text.

• Table SI-1: in this set of results, we demonstrate the robustness of our results to har-
monizing our estimating sample. We retrieved data on 311 calls regarding abandoned
cars and homes for 2010-2015. Our call records for alley blackouts and potholes is from
2011-2015. Here, we limit all models to the sample from 2011-2015. The estimated
e↵ect sizes for fatal shootings are comparable to the main specification. For abandoned
homes, we now estimate a substantively larger and more precise reduction in citizen
cooperation following non-fatal shootings as well.

• Table SI-2: in this set of results, we attempt to account for heterogeneity in the
likelihood and intensity of use of force by race of the block. We do this by interacting
the percent of the block’s population that is African-American with a linear time trend.

• Table SI-3: in this set of results, we address potential bias in our coe�cient estimates
due to serial correlation in our outcomes or treatment as well as di↵erential trends in
citizen cooperation across treated and untreated units. We do this by incorporating
lags of our outcome as regressors in estimating equations 1 and 2. We retain block-
and beat-clustered standard errors.

• Table SI-4: in this set of results, we repeat Panels A, B, and C from Table SI-3 but
with two-way clustered standard errors by block and week. We calculate Driscoll-Kraay
panel autocorrelation corrected standard errors. These standard errors are estimated
by averaging cross-sectional variation in regressors and residuals. In our case, we adjust
for dependence using a temporal bandwidth of four weeks, consistent with our lagged
regressors. In both Table SI-3 and SI-4, the precision of our main e↵ects is consistent
although we cannot calculate standard errors for our abandoned homes model in Panel
C due to collinearity.

• Tables SI-5, SI-6, SI-7, SI-8: these results attempt to account for spatial spillovers in
the impact of police shootings on citizen cooperation. For each table, in sequence, we
includes an expanding geofence (bu↵er) of police shooting activity in the previous week
as a control variable. This is to disentangle any localized impact of police use of force
from the more general impact of fatal and non-fatal shootings across communities.
These spillover zones are .1, .25, .5, and 1 mile in scale, respectively.
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Table SI-1: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with consistent 2011-2015 sample

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0126⇤⇤⇤ -0.0105⇤⇤⇤ -0.0106⇤⇤⇤ 0.00714

(0.00280) (0.00254) (0.00251) (0.0271)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0107 -0.0118⇤⇤⇤ -0.00909 0.00542

(0.0214) (0.00171) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 9409755 9409755 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0129⇤⇤⇤ -0.0105⇤⇤⇤ -0.0101⇤⇤⇤ 0.00886

(0.00282) (0.00255) (0.00253) (0.0271)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0104 -0.0119⇤⇤⇤ -0.00828 0.00721

(0.0214) (0.00174) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 9409755 9409755 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0127⇤⇤⇤ -0.00992⇤⇤⇤ -0.00950⇤⇤⇤ 0.0114

(0.00275) (0.00269) (0.00270) (0.0287)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0114 -0.0120⇤⇤⇤ -0.00734 0.0104

(0.0224) (0.00183) (0.0111) (0.0267)
Number of Observations 8856240 8856240 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0127⇤⇤⇤ -0.00992⇤⇤⇤ -0.00950⇤⇤⇤ 0.0114

(0.00255) (0.00280) (0.00282) (0.0288)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0114 -0.0120⇤⇤⇤ -0.00734 0.0104

(0.0225) (0.00172) (0.0113) (0.0266)
Number of Observations 8856240 8856240 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-clustered standard errors
are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Table SI-2: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with block race-specific (% African American) linear time trend

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0109⇤⇤⇤ -0.0116⇤⇤⇤ -0.0105⇤⇤⇤ 0.00693

(0.00201) (0.00330) (0.00250) (0.0270)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00936 -0.00294 -0.00905 0.00517

(0.0178) (0.00885) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11286198 11286198 9405165 9405165
Number of Clusters 36883 36883 36883 36883

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0112⇤⇤⇤ -0.0118⇤⇤⇤ -0.0101⇤⇤⇤ 0.00867

(0.00202) (0.00331) (0.00253) (0.0270)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00913 -0.00315 -0.00824 0.00699

(0.0178) (0.00885) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11286198 11286198 9405165 9405165
Number of Clusters 36883 36883 36883 36883

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0111⇤⇤⇤ -0.0116⇤⇤⇤ -0.00949⇤⇤⇤ 0.0113

(0.00196) (0.00361) (0.00269) (0.0286)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0102 -0.00317 -0.00730 0.0101

(0.0189) (0.00943) (0.0111) (0.0267)
Number of Observations 10622304 10622304 8851920 8851920
Number of Clusters 36883 36883 36883 36883

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0111⇤⇤⇤ -0.0116⇤⇤⇤ -0.00949⇤⇤⇤ 0.0113

(0.00185) (0.00370) (0.00281) (0.0287)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0102 -0.00317 -0.00730 0.0101

(0.0190) (0.00847) (0.0113) (0.0265)
Number of Observations 10622304 10622304 8851920 8851920
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects, as well as the interaction of block’s
percent African American population with linear time trend. Block-clustered standard
errors are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05,
* p < 0.1.
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Table SI-3: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with block-level lags of the outcome

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00957⇤⇤⇤ -0.0112⇤⇤⇤ -0.00849⇤⇤⇤ 0.00386

(0.00181) (0.00322) (0.00202) (0.0278)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0105 -0.00293 -0.00728 0.00732

(0.0178) (0.00887) (0.0109) (0.0259)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00982⇤⇤⇤ -0.0114⇤⇤⇤ -0.00795⇤⇤⇤ 0.00547

(0.00182) (0.00323) (0.00205) (0.0278)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0103 -0.00315 -0.00637 0.00897

(0.0178) (0.00887) (0.0109) (0.0259)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00912⇤⇤⇤ -0.0108⇤⇤⇤ -0.00595⇤⇤⇤ 0.00615

(0.00163) (0.00339) (0.00179) (0.0296)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0116 -0.00305 -0.00364 0.0119

(0.0190) (0.00946) (0.0114) (0.0269)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00912⇤⇤⇤ -0.0108⇤⇤⇤ -0.00595⇤⇤⇤ 0.00615

(0.00153) (0.00348) (0.00188) (0.0297)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0116 -0.00305 -0.00364 0.0119

(0.0191) (0.00855) (0.0115) (0.0268)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories by
column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). The number
of lags corresponds to the number of treatment lags (shootings): Panels A and B = one lag,
C and D = four lags. All regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-
clustered standard errors are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate ***
p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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Table SI-4: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with block-level lags of the outcome and Driscoll-Kraay panel autocorrelation corrected stan-
dard errors

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00957⇤⇤⇤ -0.0112⇤⇤⇤ -0.00849⇤⇤⇤ 0.00386

(0.00215) (0.00307) (0.00205) (0.0268)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0105 -0.00293 -0.00728 0.00732

(0.0176) (0.00885) (0.0109) (0.0245)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 306 306 255 255

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00982⇤⇤⇤ -0.0114⇤⇤⇤ -0.00795⇤⇤⇤ 0.00547

(0.00215) (0.00304) (0.00210) (0.0267)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0103 -0.00315 -0.00637 0.00897

(0.0176) (0.00884) (0.0109) (0.0246)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 306 306 255 255

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00912⇤⇤⇤ -0.0108 -0.00595⇤⇤⇤ 0.00615

(0.00192) (—) (0.00188) (0.0285)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0116 -0.00305 -0.00364 0.0119

(0.0189) (—) (0.0113) (0.0242)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 288 288 240 240

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories by
column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). The number
of lags corresponds to the number of treatment lags (shootings): Panels A and B = one
lag, E = four lags. All regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Omitted
standard errors indicate collinearity error during calculation. Block- and week-clustered
Driscoll-Kraay standard errors are reported in parentheses, stars indicate *** p < 0.01, **
p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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Table SI-5: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with a tenth mile spillover control

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00908⇤⇤⇤ -0.0254⇤⇤⇤ -0.0141⇤⇤ 0.0134

(0.00302) (0.00649) (0.00670) (0.0278)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0112 -0.00432 -0.00748 0.0190

(0.0179) (0.00923) (0.0113) (0.0260)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00934⇤⇤⇤ -0.0256⇤⇤⇤ -0.0136⇤⇤ 0.0151

(0.00303) (0.00649) (0.00671) (0.0278)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0110 -0.00456 -0.00666 0.0207

(0.0179) (0.00924) (0.0114) (0.0260)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00949⇤⇤⇤ -0.0259⇤⇤⇤ -0.0126⇤ 0.0168

(0.00306) (0.00680) (0.00702) (0.0294)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0115 -0.00481 -0.00598 0.0216

(0.0190) (0.00984) (0.0119) (0.0270)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.00949⇤⇤⇤ -0.0259⇤⇤⇤ -0.0126⇤ 0.0168

(0.00281) (0.00882) (0.00649) (0.0293)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0115 -0.00481 -0.00598 0.0216

(0.0192) (0.00785) (0.0119) (0.0268)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-clustered standard errors
are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Table SI-6: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with a quarter mile spillover control

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0103⇤⇤⇤ -0.0180⇤⇤⇤ -0.0109⇤⇤⇤ 0.0153

(0.00253) (0.00396) (0.00371) (0.0273)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00993 -0.00264 -0.00659 0.0149

(0.0178) (0.00894) (0.0108) (0.0258)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0106⇤⇤⇤ -0.0182⇤⇤⇤ -0.0105⇤⇤⇤ 0.0170

(0.00253) (0.00397) (0.00373) (0.0273)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00969 -0.00287 -0.00578 0.0167

(0.0178) (0.00894) (0.0108) (0.0258)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0107⇤⇤⇤ -0.0171⇤⇤⇤ -0.00948⇤⇤ 0.0184

(0.00251) (0.00422) (0.00391) (0.0289)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0106 -0.00301 -0.00507 0.0185

(0.0190) (0.00953) (0.0113) (0.0268)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0107⇤⇤⇤ -0.0171⇤⇤⇤ -0.00948⇤⇤ 0.0184

(0.00267) (0.00443) (0.00380) (0.0283)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0106 -0.00301 -0.00507 0.0185

(0.0192) (0.00848) (0.0115) (0.0261)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-clustered standard errors
are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Table SI-7: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with a half mile spillover control

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0110⇤⇤⇤ -0.0164⇤⇤⇤ -0.00706⇤⇤ 0.00728

(0.00222) (0.00351) (0.00280) (0.0272)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0101 -0.00144 -0.00812 0.00994

(0.0178) (0.00888) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0113⇤⇤⇤ -0.0166⇤⇤⇤ -0.00661⇤⇤ 0.00900

(0.00223) (0.00352) (0.00283) (0.0272)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00980 -0.00167 -0.00731 0.0117

(0.0178) (0.00889) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0115⇤⇤⇤ -0.0159⇤⇤⇤ -0.00597⇤⇤ 0.0111

(0.00219) (0.00380) (0.00300) (0.0288)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0108 -0.00152 -0.00645 0.0137

(0.0190) (0.00947) (0.0111) (0.0267)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0115⇤⇤⇤ -0.0159⇤⇤⇤ -0.00597⇤⇤ 0.0111

(0.00217) (0.00413) (0.00293) (0.0285)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0108 -0.00152 -0.00645 0.0137

(0.0191) (0.00851) (0.0112) (0.0262)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-clustered standard errors
are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Table SI-8: Impact of police shootings on citizen provision of information on public safety,
with one mile spillover control

Panel A: Main e↵ects with two-way fixed e↵ects (FE)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0105⇤⇤⇤ -0.0145⇤⇤⇤ -0.00872⇤⇤⇤ 0.00799

(0.00208) (0.00333) (0.00262) (0.0271)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00987 -0.00252 -0.00811 0.00349

(0.0178) (0.00886) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel B: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0108⇤⇤⇤ -0.0147⇤⇤⇤ -0.00827⇤⇤⇤ 0.00972

(0.00209) (0.00334) (0.00264) (0.0271)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.00962 -0.00275 -0.00730 0.00527

(0.0178) (0.00887) (0.0107) (0.0257)
Number of Observations 11291706 11291706 9409755 9409755
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel C: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0109⇤⇤⇤ -0.0144⇤⇤⇤ -0.00774⇤⇤⇤ 0.0122

(0.00203) (0.00363) (0.00281) (0.0287)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0106 -0.00268 -0.00644 0.00759

(0.0190) (0.00945) (0.0111) (0.0267)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 36901 36901 36901 36901

Panel D: Main e↵ects with two-way FE and crime controls (4 weeks of lags), clustering
standard errors by Police Beat (2012 boundaries)

— Cars — — Homes — — Alleys — —Potholes—
Fatal Police Shooting -0.0109⇤⇤⇤ -0.0144⇤⇤⇤ -0.00774⇤⇤⇤ 0.0122

(0.00193) (0.00385) (0.00281) (0.0287)
Non-Fatal Police Shooting 0.0106 -0.00268 -0.00644 0.00759

(0.0191) (0.00843) (0.0112) (0.0267)
Number of Observations 10627488 10627488 8856240 8856240
Number of Clusters 271 271 271 271

Notes: Outcome of interest is information provision by citizens with varying categories
by column: abandoned cars (1), homes (2), alley blackouts (3), and potholes (4). All
regressions include census block and week fixed e↵ects. Block-clustered standard errors
are reported in parentheses (except Panel D), stars indicate *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, *
p < 0.1.
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Figure SI-3: Distribution of fatal and non-fatal shootings with geofences of varying scales.
Individual points indicate shootings. Ellipsoids represent projection corrected bu↵ers. Cen-
sus block boundaries in light gray.

(a) .1 mile geofence (b) .25 mile geofence

(c) .5 mile geofence (d) 1 mile geofence
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